
INSTRUCTION MANUAL
LIFT CHAIR WITH MASSAGE
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Massage controller Instructions 

The product is 3-way motor massage core. Pull through it, it is in standby 

state.Users can realize the function control through the hand controller. The 

default preset time of the product is 15 minutes. After it is used for 15 minutes, 

the product will shut down automatically for protection.  

1. “ON/OFF” key:  In the standby state,

press the start key, the power indicator 

lamp LED is normally on, press it again, it 

enters the standby state.  

2. “INTENSITY” key: it has three-gear

strength regulation key. Press the key, the 

strength indication lamp will flicker and the 

strength will change as per the sequence: 

Low-Mid-Hi in turn.  

3. “MODE” key: it has five-mode

switchover key. When the vibrating motor 

is in a start state, the key can realize 

vibrating mode switchover, such as 

1→2→3→4→5→1…… and the 

corresponding indication lamp will be on in 

certain mode.  

4. LUMBAR key, SEAT key and LEG key

are the massage keys for waist, huckle 

and legs. It can relive the local muscle 

strain, promote blood circulation, builds 

your body and achieve ideal massage 

effect. 

5. “HEAT” key: if users want the product to
have the spontaneous heat, they can 

press heating switch key for heating. The 

maximum heating value is 65℃ and it 

takes about 5 minutes to reach the 

maximum heating value. There is a built-in 

protective chip in the product, and the 

continuous heating will not make the heat 

value exceed the maximum peak value. 



Warning and Disclaimer 

This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and  

persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of 

experience and knowledge if they have been given supervision or instruction 

concerning use of the appliance in a safe way and understand the hazards 

involved.Children shall not play with the appliance.Cleaning and user 

maintenance shall not be made by children without supervision.It must only be 

supplied at SELV.The appliance is not to be used if there are signs of 

damage.The appliance is not to be used for warming animals.Outdoor shoes 

must be removed before use.The appliance has a heated surface. Persons 

insensitive to heat must be careful when using the appliance.  

All the commodity, retailer and user are bound by the following warning and 

disclaimer. The commodity purchaser shall know clear the adaptability of 

he/she using the product, as well as considering all the risks and liabilities 

caused hereby.  

He/she shall be sure that he/she has fully understood the features and 

functions of the product and willing to use the product and assume 

corresponding responsibilities.  

Precautions for safety maintenance  

Precautions for safety maintenance are to prevent you and other users from  

being damaged or hurt and guarantee safety use. Users shall know this point. 

Manufacturer shall not bear any compensation liabilities for the loss and 

damage caused to the user or the third party owing to improper use of product 

or accessories or any compensation liabilities for the loss and damage to the 

parts owing to intentional damage and (or) crash.  

 Prior to use, please read the Instructions carefully for operating correctly.

After reading, the users shall keep it well for reference at any time. 

 Anyone during medical treatment can use the product after obtaining the

instruction of the doctor to avoid the occurrence of accident or bad effect. 

 Children are forbidden to use or sit on the massage armchair for playing,

or else it may cause accident or hurt.

 If you use the accessories bought from the accessory market rather than

that provided by manufacturer to repair, replace the normal rapid wear

components and/or manual control circuit parts, it may cause mismatching

of manual control performance, and even failure of normal operation.

manufacturer shall not be responsible for it.



 manufacturer does its utmost to guarantee the accuracy of product

operation manual. However, these printed files and texts may include

incorrect technology or printing error, manufacturer will not be

responsible for the appropriateness of the information and text, or the

error in these files and texts.We reserve the right of revising technical

parameters of the Specification and installation figures.

 If the massage armchair doesn’t work or is observed to be abnormal,

please stop using it immediately and contact the retailer.7.If the users feel

abnormal in use, please stop using it immediately;

 Please use it in a dry and ventilated place without direct sunshine. For the

human body fitness, the massage each time should be as better as for at

most 30 minutes.

 The moron and disable who cannot express their wills cannot use the

massage armchair by themselves.

 Please don’t use the product when the power or power plug is damaged.
Or else, it may cause electric shock or short circuit or even fire accident. In

this case, please contact the retailer, agent or manufacturer for repairing

and replacement;

 Prior to use, please match the hand controller with power USB plug and

then put through the power. After that, touch the power switch to start

massaging. When stopping the machine, please firstly turn off the main

power, and then pull out the power USB plug and at last pull out the hand

controller plug.

 Please don’t use diluents such as ethyl alcohol and gasoline to clean the

massage armchair.

Warnings 

 If the product is idle for a long time, please cut off the power.

 If the power line is damaged, please don’t dismantle it by yourself. It must
be replaced or repaired by our company or the retailer designated by our

company.

 When the leather sheath or cloth sheath is damaged, please replace it

immediately and don’t use it any more to avoid other damage4.Please
don’t immerse the controller in the water or impose heavy load on the
controller to avoid the failure of hand controller.

 People who suffer from varies diseases, feel ill or pregnant cannot use the

product.

 The above agreement is applicable to all the manufacturer products and

manufacturer enjoys the final power of interpretation. Prior to use, please

firstly connect controller, and then connect the power plug. Touch the power

switch lightly, the product starts working. When stopping using it, please

firstly turn off the controller and then pull out the USB from the outlet.



Electric Lifting & Reclining 

Function Instruction 

Plug the direct current end to the outlet of controller and Plug the 

AC Adapter into a power supply outlet. 

 Press the A button, the chair back and

footrest will be reclined. 

 Press the B button, the chair back and

the footrest will return to the original 

position, the the whole chair will lift. 

 Press the A button again,the chair will

back to the original sitting position. 
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